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COMMANDING OFFICER'S MESSAGE

By the time you receive this issue of The Falcon we will have reached the end

of the LHQ portion of our training year 70-71 . Suffice it to say it has
been

quite a year !

Let's review some of the highlights .

Training in General

All companies have worked ( and enjoyed in the main ) hard at LHQ Training
and your own Company schemes . Your turnout and efforts at " Exercise Spring
board" which combined with the Spring Weapons Classification on the long
weekend (21-22-23 May ) in the midst of our Tattoo and Reunion preparations
was excellent . With all the extra work of late this particular weekend just
showed what " good stuff you Highlanders are made of by your efforts .

Qualifying courses have been well and successfully attended including the

Sr NCO course at Gagetown in January where Highlanders
made up about half

the course .

Our first aid Team is to be congratulated on winning the Colonel Ian MacKay

Trophy as the top Reserve Force Team in the Provincial Military First Aid
Competition for the second year in a row and also for their excellent show

ing in the Open Competition where they placed second as far as Military
Teams are concerned . (A Regular Force (Air Element ) Team edged them by
.02 % points . )

Shooting has had a revival this year with increased activity of the 48th

Rifle Association in the form of the Sunday morning shoots on the miniature
range . The Pipes & Drums seem to be dominating the monthly inter- unit com

petition at this juncture and I suggest the various other sub units endeavour
to put more people out in the future . Not only is it good fun and competi

tion but excellent practice . These shoots will continue in the Fall .

Our two fine Bands , the Pipes and Drums and Military Band continue to work
long and hard and do the entire unit proud . The heavy load they carried in
The Tattoo and indeed the entire Reunion Weekend alone justifies all the
accolades they have received and undoubtedly will continue to receive . In
addition both Bands have numerous outside engagements where they represent
the 48th Highlanders with continuing excellence that some members of the
unit might not know about . The Pipes and Drums for instance represented
the unit (and Canada ! ) at Canada Day in Florida in March , played at the
opening of Ontario Place in May and represented the Reserve Forces at
Armed Forces Day at Camp Borden June 12th to name just a few recent engage

ments of note , in addition to running a very fine Pipes & Drums Ball in
February . Our Military Band is no less busy and two of their recent high
lights included the opening of Ontario Place and the Yonge Street Mall .

80th Anniversary Reunion 28/29/30 May

Let me simply offer again my heartfelt thanks and congratulations to every
Officer , Warrant Officer , non Commissioned Officer and man for your superb
efforts in the preparations for this important weekend in our Regiment's
history , culminating in its tremendous success . I was extremely proud of
all of you that weekend as you should be .

If you
missed them or skimmed
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over them I suggest you read the excerpts of just
some of the dozens of con

gratulatory letters I have received on your behalf that are reprinted in
Part I Orders dated 11 June 71. You will see what I mean .
As to the future - I look forward to seeing most of you at Summer Concen

tration at CTB Petawawa next week . This is the culmination of our entire
year's training and I urge all of you to

make the effort to attend .
Believe me

it is worth it
. Following the Summer Concentration various

qualifying courses for all ranks ,
summer militia instruction at different

bases and special summer training . Then a few weeks rest ( 1 ? ) to return
in mid September bigger , better and more qualified than ever to " Canada's
Champion Militia Unit " as we have been described ( correctly I might add)
of late .

Again my sincere thanks to all for your tremendous efforts and performance

in what I described earlier in
my message as " quite a year " .

R. L. Read
Lieutenant - Colonel

Commanding Officer 48th Highlanders of Canada

pla
TATTOO 1971

" Good evening ladies and gentlemen . Jack Dennett speaking . Welcome to
Maple Leaf Gardens and a special welcome to the former members , families
and friends of the 48th Highlanders of Canada here tonight to help celebrate
the 80th anniversary of the Regiment . And now here they are the famous

48th . Thus on the night of May 28th began this year's Tattoo
. The Pipes

and Drums and Dancers , the Old Comrades Guard , the Combat Demonstration ,

the Military Band were there with acts much like those of two years before .
The Machine Gun race was a little different

, and our guests for this show

were the members of the Canadian Forces School of Physical Education and

Recreation from CFB Borden with a gymnastic display . The lights , the crowd ,
the music and the colour all made an exciting display with lots of interest
for the large audience of interested spectators . It was

a great show , well
worthy of the tradition of a great regiment , and a fine beginning for the
celebration of the 80th Anniversary of the Regiment .

From high in the building it was thrilling to see the spotlight stab at the
north end of the Gardens , and as Jack Dennett's introduction ended to hear
the skirl of the pipes as Drum Major Booker led the combined Pipes and

Drums and Military Band onto the floor , followed by the Old Comrades , the

active Regiment , and the CFSPER Gym Team . The March Past ended with the
Regiment in Review Order along the centre of the floor

, compliments were

paid to the nation and to the inspecting officer , Major - General W. A. (a)Howard , CD , Major - General Reserves . The troops marched off , but immediately .
the bands returned , marching together down the arena playing the stirring
marches , pipes and brass together , " The Hundred Pipers , " " The Road to the
Isles , " " The Glendaruel Highlanders , " " The Marquis of Huntly . " Following
" The Defil Amang the Tailors " the bands stepped off to " Bonnie Dundee " and

disappeared through the door to the north .
mo?
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TATTOO 1971 Cont Id

The next act might be called "Wandering Dileas " , although other descriptions
labelled it the Box Act or Recruit Progression

. Alpha Company was demon

strating the various stages through which a member of the Regiment must pass

in order to become a trained infantryman and a Highlander . Each stage was
a box , and the act began when five boxes marched into position down the
floor . " Dileas " , the complete Highlander was the one who got lost , some

thing which the veterans would have you believe had never happened before .
Our recruit (McWilliams ) entered the Medical Hut a blond , and emerged (Carter )
black haired , but this was only one of the many strange things which happened
on the way to " Dileas " , all of them in good fun .

A major portion of the success of any show put on by the Regiment depends

on the Pipes and Drums . One of the unique features of our band is the
prominence given to the Drums . It is said that drumming in

a pipe band

is a more intricate type of percussion work than almost any other in the
world . Under WO Fisher the drums of the 48th are second to none , and the
Tattoo provided an opportunity for the drums to appear by themselves play
ing his arrangements . The competition band provides a strong nucleus for
the pipers . This section and the dancers are directed by MWO MacKay , and

both regularly win prizes for themselves and honour for the Regiment at
Highland gatherings all over Ontario . They were all much in evidence
as the Pipes and Drums and Dancers , under Pipe Major Stewart , thrilled
the crowd with marches and jigs and strathspeys and reels , " The Hills of
Perth " and " Lieutenant - Colonel D.M. Robertson , VD"

, " Lord Dunmore

" Captain Horn " , " The Devil in the Kitchen " and " Tail Toddle " , " Black
Bear" and the Regimental March " Highland Laddie " , and many others .

and

Photographs on Opposite Page

(1 ) PIPES AND DRUMS AT THE REGIMENTAL MEMORIAL :

SGT White , SGT McCarrol , CPL Buchan , WO Booker , SGT Walker , PPR Lewis ,

PPR Spence , WO Taylor , CPL Harding , PPR Robertson .

(2) AT THE TATTOO :

PPR Cooperwhite dancing the Sword Dance .

(3 ) TURNER SHOOT :
Members of OCA ( from top left to right ) : Don Fletcher , Len Faulkner ,
Jim Brain , Gord Tutchner , George Roberts , Gord Outhwaite , Wally Moore ,

Stan Clarke .

(4 ) KEEPING WARM :

(right to left ) : PTE Van Rijn , SGT Guyatt , SGT Short , PTE Toszegi ,
PTE Bangsboll , SGT Bangsboll , SGT Whitmore , PTE Hender , PTE Bryce ,
CPL Gray .

(5 ) AT THE FIRING POINT : PTE Bangsboll and SGT Redmon
Istomob

( 6 ) AT DINNER : PTE Toszegi , PTE Bangsboll , PTE Hender , W
O

Sawdy , PTE

Leggat , SGT Short , CAPT Roberts , DSM Crook , PTE Duffy , CQM
S

Harding ,
Len Faulkner , Herb Sershall , Harry Sershall , and others .

( 7) TROPHY PRESENTATION FOR BEST SHOT IN HQ/SP : Presentation to PTE

Maksynchuk by CAPT Murray ; in the background CPL Boggiss and PTE

Sonnenberg .

71020
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The Pipes and Drums were ably supported by the Military Band under CAPT

Keeling . Four times the two bands appeared together , twice each band

appeared on its own , with the pipes taking an important part in two

other acts . Only three acts took place without any music ! The Military
Band played marches associated with various stages in the life of the
Regiment , " Soldiers of the Queen

" , " Pack Up Your Troubles " , " Kiss Me

Goodnight " and " Roll Out The Barrel " , while groups of men dressed in
uniforms of the period marched to positions on the arena floor . Band

Sergeant Whiteside sang four numbers , " Hail Caledonia " , " Keep Right On

To The End Of The Road" , " The Holy City" and " Blaze Away" , providing
as usual , one of the very popular items of the programme

. Played for
the first time was CAPT Keeling's march written in honour of the
Honorary Colonel , BGEN I.S. Johnston ,

and the programme also included

his march written for LCOL Read . At the end of the show the applause

of the audience called back the two bands for a tribute they both
deserved .

A spectacular entertainment was provided by the high box display of the
Canadian Forces School Gym Team . The team was made up of members of the
regular Navy , Army and Air Force ( Sea , Land or Air elements of the
Canadian Armed Forces according to official nomenclature ) who are part

of the advanced course in Physical Education at Camp Borden . This
performance was the culmination of a 4- month course , and was prepared

specially for our Tattoo . Long vaults , cross through vaults , and

vaults over a human pyramid were all part of a series of thrills , as
one after another members of the team executed jumps , dives and flips
over the box horse . Included in the team were three members of the team
which performed in 1967 in the Canadian Armed Forces Centennial Tattoo .
The team was supervised by W

O
Harrison and instructors were SGT Vandale ,

CPL Fitzgerald and CPL Beatteay . The instructors also took part in the
display , and CPL Beatteay's vaults at the end of each sequence had every
one on the edge of their seats . His final somersault was the climax of

a great display .

The conclusion of the first section of the Tattoo was the combat demon

stration carried out by members of C Company . Three Armoured Personnel

Carriers came from CFB Borden to take part in the exercise
, but at the

last moment two were stuck under the stands , and only one appeared on

the floor . The cheerful Charlies improvised the attack on a new plan ,
and amidst the rattles , flashes and bangs of various kinds of blank
ammunition staged a left flanking attack on the enemy cunningly concealed

in a collapsible ( collapsing ? ) hut at the south end of the arena . Apart
from the stalled APCs , the act went without a hitch , although it is just
as well that no one got a close look at the " medicine kit carried by
CPL Condie , who was acting as stretcher bearer for casualties .

The Tattoo this year was staged on behalf of the Ontario Society for
Crippled Children . Founded in 1922 and supported by a group of service
clubs , there are now 230 clubs caring for 14,500 crippled children in
Ontario . The Society supports the work of 17 regional treatment centres
where the children receive a complete school programme integrated with
treatment . Major Conn Smythe , a veteran gunner , and active worker in
the Society commended its work to the audience and introduced Timmy for
1971 .
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In the second half of the performance B Company staged the machine gun

race . Four teams carried a dismantled GPMG over a set of obstacles , set
up the weapon at the south end of the Gardens , then dismantled the gun n

again , back over the obstacles , set up and fired again at the north end .
Obstacles had been constructed by PTE Dooley ( who did a lot of the
construction at the previous Tattoo ) and the Pioneer Platoon under SGT

Young . SGT Baxter claimed that the smart money was backing his red team ,

but the reds and the blues under SGT Short were left behind as SGT

Guyatt's green team closed the gap behind the greys and finished in a

dead heat with the greys under SGT Forrest
. This act , and several

others could not have got under way without the hard work of the stage.
crew mad

e
up of members of Headquarters Support Company . One of the

funniest sights of the Tattoo was seeing one of the stage crew dressed

in coveralls and white spats . Funniest of all that our model was the
CSM , Doug Chappel . The prop men had a busy time with sets for five acts ,
and the chore of sweeping the arena twice after the combat demonstration
and the machine gun race .

-

The Trooping of the Colour was near the end of the programme , and so is at
the end of this account of Tattoo 171. It

was one of the most impressive

acts . Jack Dennett's description was as follows : "

It has always
been an

honour to be the Company chosen to be the Escort for the Colour . Making
up the Escort tonight are men whose actions as 48th Highlanders have

earned them the right to be the Escort to the Colour the 48th Highlanders

Old Comrades Association . Men in this guard are past members of the unit ,
most of whom fought with the Regiment during World War

II
.

It is fitting
that these veterans can take the place of honour in the Trooping Ceremony

to help mark the 80th Anniversary of the Regiment . Ladies and gentlemen

- The Old Comrades Association Guard . " Members of the Regiment will re
member that the first group to begin serious practice for the Tattoo was

the OCA Guard , who turned out faithfully for three months every Tuesday
and Friday under Stan Clarke

, Gord Outhwaite , George Roberts and Don

Fletcher . Everyone was delighted to see LCOL Lowndes parading with the
guard as a private , and other members of the guard

made him a presentation ,
a carved wooden " Falcon Head" , plus a silver dollar , after the dress
rehearsal .

The finale was a parade of the entire cast of the Tattoo around a replica
of the Regiment al Memorial on Queen's Park Circle

. Sentries were mounted

around the memorial , WO Gledhill in white shell jacket and trews , SGT

Martin , World War I khaki apron , SGT Cormack in World War II tropical
kit , and W

O
Barnes in present day combat uniform . The ceremony of

remembrance ended with the playing of " God Save the Queen " in honour
of the Colonel - in - Chief

, Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II
, and led by

Colonel Read , the Regiment marched off to complete the Tattoo of the
48th Highlanders of Canada for 1971 .

eatongue
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Many tributes to the Regiment came following the performance . Among

them was a letter from Major - General Howard to Brigadier - General Johnston :
"I
know that you in particular and all who took part in or witnessed the

Tattoo Parade must be extremely proud of the 48th Highlanders of Canada

for their fine performance . I consider it
a great privilege to have seen

such an outstanding Regiment in operation it certainly confirmed all Ihave heard about the 48th . I think the entire
Regiment and all associated

with it are to
be congratulated not only for that particular parade ,

but for the success that the Regiment has attained even through the

difficulties over the past few years .

reserve units . "

-

They indeed set an example for all

OUR NEW HONORARY LIEUTENANT - COLONEL

Readers of Dileas , A History of the 48th Highlanders of Canada , 1929-1956
by Kim Beattie will remember an exciting and dangerous episode at the time

of the fall of France in 1940. Four days after the Dunkirk evacuation

the 48th sailed from Plymouth , landed at Brest and proceeded to Sable ,

where they heard of the order to evacuate France
. The train was ordered

back to Brest , but the engineer did not want to drive it
. Beattie

continued the story :
" It was obvious

an appeal to his patriotism would be a waste of
breath . So the 48th provided " Persuaders " - money and alcohol , in the
hands of CAPT Darling , who would ride in the engineer's cab , and

whose revolver holster's flap was pressed back to add menace . That
was supported by P.S.M. Jack Laurie . Two men mounted the coal truck ,

brandishing Tommy guns , and three others pushed into the cab ; they
would be stokers . It was 4:30 A.M.

, P.S.M. Laurie gave the engine's

whistle a defiant little toot , and they began to move . "

(2)Thus began the journey of the 48th to St. Malo , Southampton and back to
Aldershot . The officer who rode the cab that morning is now the
Honorary Lieutenant - Colonel of the Regiment

, LCOL W.W.G. Darling , DSO ,

ED , who was appointed to the post in October last year .

LCOL Darling is a former Commanding Officer of the Regiment
, the son of a

former Commanding Officer , and father of the training officer , Major R.G.
Darling . " Colonel Bill " joined the 48th in 1929 after graduation from

Royal Military College , Kingston . He went overseas with the Battalion
on active service in December 1939

, and was with the Regiment for most of
its training in England . He was then transferred to the 4th Princess

Louise Dragoon Guards , a reconnaissance unit which he commanded in Italy
in 1944. He was awarded the DSO for gallantry while in command of the
PLDGS . Later in the war he held staff appointments in the 1st Canadian
Army in Northwest Europe .
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After the war he became second in command of the Militia Regiment with
the rank of Major . In September 1946 he was reappointed Lieutenant
Colonel in command of the Regiment , a position he held until April 1949 .
He is co - ordinator of sales for Canada's Manitoba Distillery .
LCOL Darling is a former member of the Toronto Argonauts . He played
flying wing for the team in 1929 , 1930 and 1931. For many years he was

the catcher for the 48th in the Garrison Officers¹ Baseball League , and
a keen shot , being weaponry officer of the Regiment throughout the 130s .

His father , LCOL Warren Darling , commanded the home battalion during the
First World War , and continued in command of the militia unit until 1924 .

CAPT Clifford Darling , an uncle , was first adjutant of the 15th Battalion
( 48th Highlanders ) in 1914. He died of wounds in April , 1915 , one of the
first Canadian casualties from the fighting in France . LCOL Darling has
another son , Bill

, who works for CIL in Montreal .

alt 180Comments on the Tattoo from Brigadier - General B. J. Legge , CD (Central
Militia Area Commander )

You once again demonstrated why the 48th Highlanders won the Gzowski
Trophy as the best unit in Canada . The performance of your init in the
Tattoo was very exciting and made for a memorable military evening . Imost warmly congratulate you and hope that you received as much satis
faction from the occasion as the spectators did in pleasure .

Photographs on Opposite Page

MACHINE GUN RACE( 8 ) and ( 9 ) TATTOO 1971

EXERCISE SPRINGBOARD

(10 ) WAITING PTES Stewart and Virag
( 11 ) ADVANCING PTES Bunting and Harper

add ad hointogos paw ode 03

( 12 ) WAITING AGAIN - CP
L

Casey e ai suoise 1000

(13) CHARGE ACROSS THE SAND DUNES

(14) GOING HOME : ( right to left ) PTES McGrath , Dignam , Stierhof , SGT
Guyatt , PTEs Kumpikevicius , Toszegi ; also PTEs Elms ,

Bangsboll , CPL Gray and others .

(15 ) GOING HOME : ( left to right ) PTES Robinson , Fitzgerald , Binger ,

Torrens , Cousins , Hodgins ; also CPLS Casey and Gray .



外
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PIPES AND DRUMS AND DANCERS

TURNER SHOOT
BORDEN 30-31 JAN
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THE MILITIA

(An exerpt from the speech by LCOL P.A.G. Cameron , C
D

( RET ) to the
Canadian Club , Toronto , on November 9 , 1970. )

-Each Remembrance Day brings to our hearts certain great truths and

perhaps the greatest of these truths is this everything worth having is
worth defending - something we had forgotten about in the pre -war years ,
and something that our leaders are again disregarding as we enjoy the
liberties which those whom we honour today won by sacrifice . For , unfor
tunately , it is all too true that the oft

- repeated promise in our national
anthem " O Canada , we stand on guard for thee ! " is sounding a little thin
in many people's ears at present . !" #"

$% &"$' (
)%
&%
#"*

-P6200 beljosrǝt ǝda dujasią
To set the scene for my remarks , I should like at the outset to emphasize

the dominant need , for the maintenance by Canada , now and in the future ,

of adequate , efficient Armed Forces , and of the means and machinery re
quired for the speedy military mobilization of all the resources of this
country , in the event of war or threat to the civil peace

. Twice in the
lifetime of most Canadians of only a few years ago , this country , the
Commonwealth as a whole , and the United States have been brought , quite
unprepared , into the middle of a life - or - death struggle for our very
existence as democratic nations . Twice in each war , in September 1914
(Battle of the Marne ) and March /April 1918 (The Great Offensive ) ; in the
summer of 1940 (Battle of Britain ) and the summer of 1942 (Battle of El
Alamein ) our enemies were in immediate reach of attaining their objec
tives . Surely , ten years at war in half a century , the inevitability of
our concern about , and participation in any future crisis which may occur ,
and the manifest critical risks we have run by our previous lack of
military preparation are not facts to which we can now close our minds .

Many would like us to follow a neutral foreign policy . Even if this were
possible it should

be noted that Switzerland and Sweden , which have fol
lowed the neutral line since the Napoleonic Wars , have not done so by
disarmament . Both countries have known that isolationism and pacifism
are the stuff that dreams are made of .

The existence of nuclear weapons has not had the effect of inducing the

various powers to reduce violence as a means of attaining their political
ends . The " peace " since World War II has not been a particular tranquil
period in world history .

Just last year the Prime Minister suggested that the real threat to Canada

might very well come , not from behind the Berlin Wall , but from the
cauldrons in the U.S. cities overspilling into Canada and boiling over in
our own cities .

I
am sure you are all aware that the basic problem of the Reserves is that

they are constantly plagued by the politics of defence policy -making .
Politicians prefer not to disturb the peace by talking of war and thereby
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bringing the need for defence into the lives of a generation now reaching
young adulthood who remember neither World War II

, nor any of the lessonss
of preparedness we learned and resolved never to forget .

Policy -making Regular Officers in a period of diminishing defence budgets
are reluctant to contemplate allocating any but the smallest possible part
of their budget to the Reserves . With each defence cut , Ministers should
have been reminded by their military advisors that the more they cut the
Regular Forces , the more need there is to make a corresponding increase

in the Reserves ; that the fewer men you have now , the more men you must
be able to bring in if necessary during some future and probably unplanned
emergency . But Ministers are not reminded of these things .

The Department of National Defence says that the reduction in the strength
of the Militia is part of the so - called " forces - in - being concept . The

theory behind this concept was outlined by the Government White Paper on

Defence in 1964 , and goes something like this : The likelihood of all - out
nuclear war is somewhat improbable . Limited war might still persist

, but
our forces are more likely to be deployed in small packets for engagements
of a more local nature , such as peace - keeping assignments . To be ready
for such missions the Army had to possess a high degree of battle - readiness
- ready to go anywhere at any time . The Paper reasoned that it would not
be necessary to maintain the same reliance on a period of mobilization
before conflict , and , by implication ,

it would
be equally unnecessary to

place the same high degree of reliance upon the Reserve Forces to provide
that traditional mobilization base . In summary , the Government opted for
high - readiness forces - in - being . For the Militia , the Department felt itwas necessary to retain in the order - of - battle only task - oriented units
and a total manpower resource sufficient only to guarantee a meaningful
operational response in time of need .

I suggest to
you , Gentlemen , that the forces - in -being concept as it applies

to the Militia is essential to the safety of our country , but it is not
workable in its present form . I a

m
not arguing that the Militia should be

returned to its mobilization base role , although I think the argument

against this , like so many others put forward by DN
D

, is based on an over
simplification of the alternatives . What I am saying , is that to provide

Militia forces - in -being
, one must have many more , probably double the

present number of Militiamen trained than may be required in any given
situation . And as a direct corollary to that , we must have the unit
structure on which to build it .
By cutting back the Militia budget by 13 million dollars , the Government
has denied the Canadian people the cheapest form of insurance it can buy .

It has been estimated that it costs about $ 12,000 to train one Regular
Force soldier , whereas the cost of training one Militia soldier is about$ 1,000 . This results from the fact that the Militiaman volunteers his
personal time for very little pay , and does not participate in the addi
tional expense - load incurred in the maintenance of his Regular Force
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counterpart I refer here to the costs of pensions
, medical and dental

care , group insurance
, accommodation or living - out allowances , and travel

costs for Regular soldiers and their families . Obviously the taxpayer
gets more for his money out of the Reservist , and even if the Regular
soldier is slightly better trained

,

it is admitted
by most of the Regular

Officers I know that he is not twelve times as good as the Reservist by

any means .
Having now shown you the impracticability of DN

D
thinking ( in the present

situation in our country today ) with regard to the validity of the forces
in - being concept for the Militia ,

and commented on the battle for the
buck" which forced the latest reduction in the strength of the Militia and

in doing so , suggested that in both cases there are logical operational
and economic reasons for increasing the strength of the Militia , let us
now ask whether or not the Militia could carry the ball if it were thrown
to it .
Gentlemen ,

I
may be prejudiced , but I

am certain that the Militia can and

will do whatever is asked of it
. The record speaks for itself .

Comments on the Tattoo from :

Lieutenant -Colonel P.A.G. Cameron
, CD (Former Commanding Officer )

The Tattoo Friday evening was superb , certainly surpassing our Tattoo in
1969. The smokers and dinner on Saturday were great fun and I enjoyed
meeting so many old friends . The parade to the Regimental Memorial on
Sunday was tremendously impressive .

I was tremendously proud to be a Highlander , for certainly no other Regi
ment could possibly have equalled this performance .

Vaqnodado and

Brigadier - General B.A. Howard
, CD (Chairman , Conference of Defence

Associations ) bas

I want to thank you for inviting Coleen and I to your magnificant" Tattoo" last Friday evening . As usual , the calibre of your unit ensured
that the event was a great success .

and
Io

Colonel J. I. Davies
, CD (Base Commander CFB Toronto )

You , your officers , and men certainly deserve the accolades sent your way
both for your charitable work and for upholding the great traditions of
your Regiment .
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ALPHA COMPANY

co Isolben
As usual Alpha Company has had a successful winter . Just after Christmas
Corporals Boggiss , Hough , Rosser and Strachan attended Part II of the Senior
NCO Course at CFB Gagetown (Snow Country ) and completed it successfully .
The Turner Shoot was another example of the excellence of the Company .
Sergeant Headley won the best shot and the team of Headley , Boggiss , Hough

and Johnson also won the team competition . Early in May the Company held

a scheme at the Boyd Conservation Area , where we all learned something and

had a good time . Exercise Springboard , May 21 - 22 , was less successful ;
we all found out that

we had a lot to learn . In the Tattoo , A Company

staged the Box Act , which earned a number of unplanned laughs , but went over

very well . Corporal Boggiss was unhappy as Orderly Corporal . He complained

that he had too little sleep and too much to drink during the Regimental

Anniversary .
bluetoWe welcome Anderson , Coulis , Gaiter , Seguin and Smith as new members of the

Company . We are sorry to say good - bye to Sergeants Shields and Potten and to
Corporal Ristich . A Compan

y will be back in the fall with fresh ideas
,

enthusiasm , in good physical shape .

D. J. Boggiss and P. H. Strachan

FLASH : The rumour that Lt. Henderson has an IQ of 42 is false .

B COMPANY

On the weekend of December 4th , B Company and C Company underwent the torture
of cold , wind and snow at Boyd Conservation Area . The exercise was marked by
an innovation of WO Barnes . At 2300 he commenced his assault with a whistle ,

which at the time was the last thing anyone expected to hear . B Company

carried out a good exercise on the weekend of February 19th at SGT Short's
cottage . We would like to thank Mr. and Mrs. Short for their hospitality .
At the beginning of May B Company and C Company in conjunction with the Pioneer
Platoon held an exercise at CFB Borden . The scheme was marked by the amusing

situation that after a long wait the B Company NCOS had to go outside their
defensive perimeter with flashlights to lead C Company to the position so that
they could make their assault . Throughout May the Company was engaged in
training for the Tattoo . Cadet Goldman trained four crews for a machine - gun

race under SGTS Forrest , Baxter , Short and Guyatt
. Each team had to cross a

set of three obstacles , mount , load and fire the gun , dismount , go back over

the obstacles , mount , load and fire the gun , dismount , go back over the ob

stacles , mount , load , fire again and dismount the weapon . The race ended in
a tie between the Greys under SGT Forrest and the Greens under SGT Guyatt .
Some men from the Company took part in the period dress act , giving a view

of the Regiment's past . MAJ Beal , our Company Commander was responsible for
co -ordinating the whole Tattoo . The Company has also taken part in Exercise
Springboard and the 80th Anniversary of the Regiment , and now we are preparing

for the picnic and summer camp .

dẹn los line NIOW
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B COMPANY cont'd

Courses for LI and advanced LI were completed in the
Company in March . SGT

Redmon was transferred to C Company as Acting CS
M

, and SGT Guyatt transferred

into B Company to replace him . In April SGT Baxter and SGT Forrest were

promoted from CPL . All in the Company want to express their appreciation
to MW

O
Dale for his assistance in training throughout the year . W

e
wish all

members , past and present
, of the Regiment a good summer , and further success

in the Fall .

R. J. Guyatt .

C COMPANY

It was a busy year for the
Compan
y

both in personnel changes and weekend

schemes . We wish MAJ Simmons our best in his new position in Halifax , along

with W
O
Jackson who left the Company to join the Regular Forces

. These posi

ti ons were filled by CAPT Roberts and SGT Redmon , and it was only
a matter

of time till the rest of the
companies bore the brunt of the Charlie Company

horde . On December 4th B Company not only felt the bite of the cold
, but

also the effect of defeat after defeat at the hands of the
Company . During

the week of March 24th , at Camp Borden , the Company under CAPT Roberts and

SGT Bangsboll practised section and platoon tactics . B Company was again

completely ravaged by the Company in April . Here they suffered a humiliating

If this wasn't enough theyloss as they attempted to attack our position .

left their own positions when confronted by SGT Whitmore , PTE Toszegi and

the rain . SGT Guyatt was transferred to B Company , and his knowledge gained

while in the Company should help to strengthen B Company into a more formid

able foe .
The Company again made its position as a valuable force for the Regiment

clear on Operation " Springboard " . With C Company making up the nucleus of
the Company we had no difficulty in overcoming the

COMMO
S .

All during this time the
Company was also practising its part in the Tattoo .

the big nightAlthough there were a few difficulties at the practises , on

all went well with Charlie
Company again proving that it can adapt to any

situation .

The Company would like to express its thanks to SGT Moreau of HQ/
SP for

providing a bus run for the Company on Saturday afternoons .

bolo.qp
K. H. AikenIggoff ( 08D ) 128 - beviowal

spola taza tel
Comments on the Tattoo from :

Colonel S.F. Andrunyk , CD ( Deputy Commander Central Militia Area )
My sincere congratulations to you and your fine Regiment for the superb

performance at Maple Leaf Gardens on Friday evening . Please convey my

congratulations to all members of the 48th Highlanders for a first class
Tattoo .

katespa
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HEADQUARTERS SUPPORT COMPANY

Transport Platoon is still under the direction of Sgt . Moreau , who has
improved and streamlined the operation of his office and personnel . This
can be seen in the greater use of transport in all maneuvers from the
sectional to regimental levels . Let's hope that Transport Platoon will
keep rolling right along .

During the winter came the appointment of Sgt . Gilbert a
s
Signals N.C.O.

He , along with Cpl . Gray , has uncrossed wires and is forming a well knit
net which will definitely become one of the most effective arms of H.Q.
Support and the Regiment . So we say to Signals Platoon , " Roger , over
and out !
Sgt . Young is keeping his animals busy in their cage ,

Room 15. The Pioneer
Platoon has been busy as enemy on a great number of exercises , building
bridges and blowing them up with massive charges of plasticine . Most of
the props for the Tattoo were built by those savages . Yes , the Pioneers
are having a real blast .

le aid otWell , summer camp is coming up , and we're ready . We hope that you other
Companies will be able to keep up with us while we are at Petawawa .

gnitatibu
PF Van Rijn

bea fassent #1 IN TAbonieg
BATALLION HEADQUARTERS

(ORGANIZED CONFUSION DEPT . ) 30
208

This as

Talk about Toronto Union Station on the eve of a holiday weekend , this was
the B O R on the eve of two very momentous events in the history of the
Regiment , the Regimental Tattoo at Maple Leaf Gardens , and the Eightieth
Anniversary Re - union of the Regiment which occurred right on top .
you may all imagine

, involved reams of administration and paper work . On

top of all this , exercise Springboard was Sprung upon us the weekend

before the two afore mentioned events . This involved a major effort on
the part of the Regimental Headquarters staff with drafts ( not bank ) ,

stencils , mailing lists and what have you , which kept us burning a lot of
midnight oil .
A vote of hearty thanks to W

O
Watson , who with the help of some of the best

looking girls in the C.W.A.C. , Cpl . Gledhill , Ptes . Faulkener , Gledhill and
Morran , without whose help heaven knows what might have happened . Of course ,
many busy people were involved - RS

M
(CW
O

) Boggiss , DS
M

(MW
O

) Crook , MW
OOsborne , Sgt . Martin , and Cpl . Hough , and not forgetting RQMS (MW

O
)

Jeffrey along with W
O
Harding and Pte . Matheson , and many others . Also

let us not forget some other very important people . There is our very
efficient pay office managed by W

O
( Fire Capt . Ted ) Sawdy . Last , but not

least , two ex -members of the Regiment who devote unstintingly of their time
and effort to outfit every member of the Regiment , RQM

S
( RET . ) Wignall ,

and CSM (MW
O
) ( RET . ) MacLean . W

e
extend our sincere appreciation to them

for their efforts . Yours truly is also very busy these days , moreso at
work than in the orderly room .
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We are sorry to learn of the accident which sent WO Harding to hospital for
surgery due to a severe injury to his knee . He is now getting about with
only slight difficulty . Good to have you back again Chuck , and to Sgt . Pett
who suffered a heart attack on April 25th , and underwent a spell in Toronto
East General Hospital . He is now at home convalescing . We hope to see him

back on parade soon . Sgt . Pett was transferred to the Pay Office when WO

Watson was transferred to the BOR from Regimental Stores as Chief Clerk on
March 1st . Sgt . Cormack is temporarily in Stores covering for W

O
Harding .

JOKES DEPT . P.A. McCallum
et

ITRI ON To beo soft
0.C.A. NEWS

Hello Readers !

Here we are again , only it is 1971. Well , our Club at 519 Church Street
has gone through a decorating up - lift , new windows

, doors . Oh yes , just
watch your feet when you come in .

The 0.C.A. Christmas Shoot was well attended , and many walked away with a

big bird for Christmas Dinner , others received a Big Head , after .

Then came the New Years Eve Dance , which was a sell out to start the year
1971 .

IS
The Burns Dinner , which was a success and enjoyed by all there . Lt. Col.
Ian MacKay was the guest speaker , and he sure knows how to hold his audience .
Of course , it is always expected of you to pay attention to what the doctor

says . Some don't , but this night , they did .

Our Prez . Uncle Bernie Whyte , pulled off a wonderful Jamboree March 20th ,

with a packed hall . He says he will be having another before summer , so

watch for the date .
As

The Annual Association Meeting was held April 8th , with reports from all
being given .

54 Deaths of 48th Highlanders in 1970 were :

25 - 1st War - 29 - 2nd War
There were 86 in hospital through 1970,
making 843 visits , which I

made during the year .

Well , space will not permit m
e
to write any more . However , with the Summer

Be carefulvacations coming up , I hope you and yours have a pleasant one .
of highways when driving , and if you like in the water

, and on it
, be

careful also .
The best to all , to

Bill Starr
, 0.C.A.
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48TH HIGHLANDERS LADIES AUXILIARY O.C.A.

Hello Falcon Readers :

We had a good year in 1970 and the attendance at our General Meetings

is better .

Our past meetings have been highlighted by the exchange of Christmas
gifts in December and our Vice- President arranged for a Sarah Coventry
Jewelry , a Lingerie and Children's Wear and a Linen Painting
Demonstrations from which 10 or 15 % of sales go the Auxiliary .

Our future activities will consist of several dinners and our help
towards the 80th Anniversary Celebrations the end of May , 1971 .

Our 1970 Sick Convenor's Report is as follows : sent out 13 pots of
Mums , 9 Floral Tributes , 4 bouquets , 5 corsages , and 43 Get -well and
Sympathy cards .

Our Executive for 1971 is as follows :

-President Mrs. R. Wilson , Vice - President Mrs. G. Spence ,

Treasurer Mrs. M. Hobson , Secretary Mrs. D. Shiers ,

Executive -Social Mrs. J. Wood , and Mrs. M. Page
, Sick - Mrs. J.

McGregor and Mrs. B. McCuish , Membership - Mrs. D. Brannan and

Mrs. N. Blake , Entertainment - Mrs. M. Nelson and Mrs. T. DuSomme .

Are you related to a 48th man and over 21 years of age ? (wife , mother ,
daughter , sister ) If

so you are eligible to join us . We are a like
able group and we need you . The fee is still

$2.00 for regular members .

Our meetings are all topped with a luncheon arranged by the Social
Committee .

The renovations to the 0.C.A. Club at 519 Church Street ( our place of
meeting ) are well under way , come and see our new look !.

Have a good summer and drive carefully !

G. Spence ,
Vice - President .

Comments on the Tattoo from :

Lieutenant C. F. Tidy ( Former 48th Officer )
May I again offer

my sincere congratulations to you , your officers and

other ranks for the splendid Tattoo on Friday evening and the events for
the 80th Reunion . It was a great weekend and I

am sure the active
Battalion has made us " Vets " very proud to be 48th Highlanders .

May , I again
, offer my sincere congratulations and thanks to All Ranks

for your superb efforts .
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LEST WE FORGET

920 Dovercourt Rd .

Toronto 4 , Ontario

It is with deep sense of loss that I report the passing of so
many 48th Highlanders . My sincere thanks and appreciation to those who

notified me of the death of 48th Veterans , also to those who so kindly
acknowledged the flowers sent by the Old Comrades Association .

Bill Starr
Sick Committee

STUP )

48th Highlanders ' Deaths to May 15th , 1971

lodd deWood , Don

Perkins , Frank
27th Brigade 48th

19th - 134th
August , 1970

Oct. 1 , 1970
(Nokomis , Sask )

Oct. 21 , 1970

(Port Perry)
Durham , Roy 48th

Aiton , Wm . 92ndOct. 29 , 1970
Nov. 2 , 1970Guthrie , W. 15th
(White Rock , B.C. )

Jordan , J.F. Dec. 7 , 1970
Turner , W.B. Dec. 20 , 1970

1971

Lusher , V.
Rannie , W.

Jan. 1 , 1971
Jan. 2 , 1971
Jan. 3 , 1971Low , Edward

Groves , John Jan. 5 , 1971

Larbalester , N. Jan. 19 , 1971
(Sault Ste . Marie )

Lawson , Marshall Jan. 26 , 1971
Chisholm , R.Brig . Feb. 3 , 1971
Chaplin , A.W. Feb. 6 , 1971
O'Keefe , Lawrence Feb. 8 , 1971
Brookfield , Ed . , Lieut . Col. Feb. 15 , 1971
Eastwood , Thomas Mar. 9 , 1971
Russell , Darius , B. Mar. 15 , 1971
Sutton , Stephen
Lingard , Bertram

Mar. 21 , 1971
Mar. 23 , 1971
Mar. 28 , 1971
Apr. 14 , 1971

Phillips , George
Webster , Wm .

92nd

134th
- 15th
48th -

15th
WWI.CRT- 48th
48th - 39er

134th
17th - 15th

48th - 39er
48th

15th
15th

48th - 15th
48th 39er
48th 39er

15th
92nd

48th 39er
92nd

(cont'd . )

39er
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LEST WE FORGET

Kerr , John 15thApr. 15 , 1971
(Barrie , Ont . )

Brown , Gordon 48th 39erApr. 18 , 1971
May 3 , 1971Thorne , Geo . 48th 39er

48th 39erStevenson , Hugh

Anderson , Ray
A cabaned May 6 , 1971

May 12 , 1971
(Pickering , Ont . )

WW2 . Reinforcement 48th

May 15 , 1971 91st 15thLongstaff , Chas . E. 1
Church , Thomas May 18 , 1971 134th 15th /48th 39er

INVE

NOTICE - To any member of the Regiment who is unfortunate to become
hospitalized , I will willingly visit him ,

if he or a relative
will give me a phone call or leave a message at the Club .

Bill Starrarers Chairman of Sick Committee
421 0.C.A.

braubs

M

o8

bete

000

dastr

Cont'd .

Pod


